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Foreword 
Trusted. Transformational. Together.  

Singapore’s GDP is expected to grow at a slower rate of 0.5% to 2.5% in 2023 amidst continued global supply and energy 
disruptions. The slower growth forecast, however, should have no significant impact on long-term strategies for 
transitioning to a more digital, inclusive, and green economy. We expect Budget 2023 to address key challenges such as 
maintaining the economy's competitiveness and keeping living expenses manageable in an inflationary environment, 
amongst others. 
 
On the domestic front, Singapore's current R&D tax regime has been in place for nearly a decade, and we believe it is past 
time to make it more "sophisticated" and relevant to claimants. As other countries continue to introduce and improve R&D 
tax incentives, our proposals seek to refine Singapore's current broad-based R&D regime in order to maintain Singapore's 
preeminent status as a key regional innovation hub. 
 
In terms of international tax developments, the OECD BEPS 2.0 tax reforms has reached a significant milestone with 
member states of the European Union reaching a preliminary agreement on Pillar Two, which calls for a minimum level of 
taxation for the largest corporations. Pillar Two and its potential impact are high on many clients' agendas, and this is 
expected to increase. We suggest taking time to review, evaluate, and formulate a streamlined response on suggested 
mechanisms in light of the OECD report on tax incentives and the Global Anti-Base Erosion rules (GloBE rules). Meanwhile, 
we propose that the Singapore Government commissions a technical study or analysis of what other similar tax 
jurisdictions are doing or plan to do in response to a post-BEPS environment. This research could explore the potential 
benefits of using Qualified Refundable Tax Credits,R&D tax credits, etc., as well as provide examples of other jurisdictions 
that are implementing these. 
 
Climate and sustainability remain a key concern for Singapore. Against the backdrop of an energy crisis, extreme weather 
events and the corresponding economic ramifications, companies and governments around the world are becoming more 
concerned about the need to be environmentally responsible amidst intense political and burgeoning consumer pressure. 
In keeping with Singapore's commitment to addressing climate change challenges and meeting Paris Agreement goals, our 
proposals seek to accelerate the transition to a green(er) economy while also providing feedback on the recent Draft 
Carbon Pricing (Amendment) Bill. 
 
Aside from the foregoing, we have also included sector-specific recommendations, broad-based business tax 
recommendations, as well as GST and personal tax recommendations. Detailed recommendations can be found in the 
following pages. 
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Abbreviations 

 

BEPS Base Erosion and Profit Shifting  MNE Multinational Enterprise 

CPF Central Provident Fund  NsMan National Serviceman 

EDB Economic Development Board  OECD Organisation for Economic 
Cooperation and Development 

ESG Environmental, Social and 
Governance 

 PIC Productivity and Innovation Credit 

FSI Financial Sector Incentive  R&D Research and Development 

GDP Gross Domestic Product  SME Small and Medium-sized Enterprise 

GST Goods and Services Tax  SPR Singapore Permanent Resident 

IP Intellectual Property  WDA Writing-Down Allowance 

IPR Intellectual Property Rights  WHT Withholding Tax 

IRAS Inland Revenue Authority of 
Singapore 

 YA Year of Assessment 
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1. Providing support for workers and 
businesses in this more volatile and 
complex world 

1.1 Increase medical expense cap 
 
Currently, an employer's medical expense deduction is capped 
at 1% of total employee remuneration, unless the company 
implements any of the following: 
 

• Portable Medical Benefits Scheme (PMBS) 

• Transferable Medical Insurance Scheme (TMIS) 

• Provision of inpatient medical insurance benefits in the 
form of portable medical shield plans 

 
In which case, the cap is increased to 2% of total employee 
remuneration. 
 
With an aging population and a greater emphasis on 
healthcare and mental wellness, we propose increasing the 
medical expenses cap to 2% of total employee remuneration, 
and to 3% if any of the aforementioned schemes are 
implemented. This will send a strong message to employers 
encouraging them to support their employees' health 
management, with the hope that this will reduce the strain on 
healthcare needs and minimise the negative impact on society. 

 
1.2 Extend and refine the upfront certainty of non-taxation 

of companies’ gains on disposal of ordinary shares 
 
Under section 13W (formerly section 13Z) of the Income Tax 
Act, gains from the disposal of ordinary shares by a company 
during the period from 1 June 2012 to 31 December 2027 
(both dates inclusive) will be exempt from tax in Singapore if 
certain conditions are met. Currently, section 13W only 
provides a safe harbour for ordinary shares, but many startups 
issue instruments other than ordinary shares to investors. To 
continue to provide divesting companies with upfront 
certainty of non-taxation, we propose extending section 13W 
to cover other instruments such as preference shares, and so 
on, issued by such entities. 
 
Amongst other exclusions, the scheme does not apply to the 

disposals of unlisted shares in an investee company that is in 

the business of developing immovable properties in or outside 

Singapore. Where the property developed is used by the 

investee company to carry on its trade or business (including 

the business of letting immovable properties), such property 

development exclusion does not apply but only if the investee 

company did not undertake any property development in 

Singapore or elsewhere for a period of at least 60 consecutive 

months before the disposal of shares. We propose removing 

the requirement for the investee company to not have 

undertaken property development in the last 60 months in 

order to qualify for the tax exemption, as it is not clear what is 

the policy rationale of such rule, and such rule does not 

provide certainty in group restructuring cases whereby the 

investee company’s developed property is primarily used for 

production purposes as opposed to being held as an 

investment asset. 

 
1.3 Provide tax credit for qualifying training costs incurred 

by businesses 
 
Many employees are now working in environments that are 
very different from what they are used to due to rapid changes 
in the workplace, and they may require more support to stay 
relevant in their current roles or transition to new roles. Even 
in the best of circumstances, employers may find it challenging 
to continually upskill and develop their employees. Retraining 
and upskilling them during times of rapid change and 
uncertainty is a significant ask, so, we propose additional 
expansionary measures to encourage employers to continue 
investing in workforce training and to improve adaptability 
amid greater uncertainties and volatility. In addition to the 
SGUnited Jobs and Skills Package, we propose granting tax 
credits on training expenditure whereby any excess tax credit 
over the income tax payable will be refunded to the company. 
We propose that the tax credit rate be set at 3%, which is 
slightly above the average effective tax rate of 2.8% for all 
SMEs, and that the total amount of tax credit be capped at 
S$100,000 per YA (similar to the cap for PIC cash payout). 
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2. Strengthening and making use of 
Singapore’s innovation and IP 
ecosystem 

The digitisation of businesses has resulted in the rise of 
intangible assets. Intangible assets, such as IP, are important 
drivers of Singapore's economic growth because they do not 
require land, are infinitely scalable, and offer a plethora of new 
financial instrument opportunities. However, becoming a 
global IP hub entails more than just moving IP to Singapore; it 
also entails leveraging IP to promote innovation and create 
value. 
 
The Research, Innovation, and Enterprise (RIE) 2025 plan, 
which was launched on 11 December 2020, seeks to anchor 
Singapore as a Global-Asian node of technology, innovation, 
and enterprise. On the other hand, the Singapore IP Strategy 
(SIPS) 2030, which was launched on 26 April 2021, aims to 
strengthen Singapore's position as a global hub for intangible 
assets and IP.  

The following tax proposals are intended to complement the 
aforementioned initiatives by strengthening the IP and 
innovation ecosystems in Singapore and leveraging them to 
promote future economic development. 
 
2.1 Proposals to strengthen the IP ecosystem 
 
Generally, under section 19B of the Income Tax Act, 
companies can claim WDA on capital expenditure incurred to 
acquire qualifying IPR for use in their trade or business up to 
the last day of the basis period for YA 2025. Companies will be 
allowed to make an irrevocable election to claim the WDA 
over a 5-year, 10-year, or 15-year period (on a straight-line 
basis) commencing from the YA of the basis period in which 
the capital expenditure is incurred to acquire the qualifying 
IPR. The election is irrevocable.
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To enhance Singapore’s attractiveness as a global IP hub and 
become competitive in the digital economy, we propose the 
following: 
 
a. Simplifying the requirement on transfer of ownership for 

qualifying IPRs 
 
Currently, a Singapore company would need to acquire both 
the legal and economic ownership of qualifying IPRs before it 
is eligible to claim the WDA on the capital expenditure 
incurred to acquire qualifying IPRs unless it obtains a waiver 
from legal ownership from the EDB. As the approval for a 
waiver from legal ownership often requires additional 
economic commitments in Singapore, it may be onerous for 
the Singapore acquiring company to meet the conditions for 
the waiver. 
 
We propose that an automatic waiver of legal ownership be 
granted as economic ownership is as effective for companies 
to commercialise and manage IPRs in Singapore leading to 
substantive economic activities in Singapore, which will 
generate economic spin-offs.   
 
In addition, to simplify the requirement and process on the 
transfer of ownership of qualifying IPRs, we propose the 
following enhancements to the WDA claims: 
 

• 100% WDA claims on capital expenditure incurred to 
acquire qualifying IPRs where only economic ownership is 
transferred to the Singapore acquiring company. 

• 150% WDA claims for qualifying IPRs where both legal and 
economic ownership are transferred to the Singapore 
acquiring company. There is no difference from the 
current regime except that a higher amount of WDA claim 
is available to attract bringing legal ownership to 
Singapore. 

 
The different rates of WDA claims on qualifying IPRs, 
depending on the nature of ownership transferred to the 
Singapore acquiring company, will also provide certainty to 
MNEs when deciding whether to move their IPs without the 
need to seek approval and negotiate additional conditions for 
a waiver with the EDB if only economic ownership is to be 
transferred―this could also save time and effort in making 
decisions to migrate IP. 
 
b. Removing the claw-back provision  
 
Generally, WDAs on qualifying IPRs can also be claimed by 
companies with tax incentives, where their income from 
qualifying activities is taxed at a concessionary tax rate.  
 
Where the company sells, transfers, or assigns all or any part 
of the IPRs, the company may need to make tax adjustments in 
the year in which the event occurs. A balancing charge will 
arise if the sales proceeds from the disposal of IPRs exceed the 
Tax Written Down Value (TWDV). Such balancing charge would 

be brought to tax in the year of disposal. No balancing 
allowance is granted if the proceeds from disposal of IPRs are 
less than the TWDV. 
 
The balancing charge would be brought to tax at the prevailing 
corporate tax rate in the year of disposal if the tax incentives 
expire and/or the concessionary tax rates cease to apply. Even 
if the tax incentive has not expired, it often raises the question 
of whether the balancing charge is considered “income from 
qualifying activities” subject to tax at the concessionary rate. 
This could potentially lead to a situation where companies may 
be unduly penalised if the WDA was claimed at the 
concessionary tax rate while the claw-back may be at the 
prevailing corporate tax rate. 
 
As such, we propose to remove the claw-back provision under 
section 19B so that any WDA previously claimed should not be 
deemed as income chargeable to tax in the year of disposal if 
the company has held the qualifying IPRs for more than five 
years. Alternatively, consideration may be given to change the 
rules such that the claw-back is taxed at the same tax rate at 
which the WDA was previously claimed. For example, where 
the approved company’s qualifying income was taxed at a 
concessionary tax rate of 5% when the WDA was previously 
claimed, the claw-back shall be brought to charge as income 
subject to the same concessionary tax rate in the year of 
disposal of the IPRs, notwithstanding that the tax incentive 
may have expired. 
 
c. Using Transfer Pricing (TP) documentation to determine 

the value of IPR in a related party transaction 
 
Companies claiming the WDA are required to file a third-party 
independent valuation report on the value of the IPRs 
acquired where the capital expenditure incurred in acquiring 
the IPR is equal to or greater than S$0.5 million for a related 
party transaction. However, the valuation of IPR raises 
potentially difficult questions, most notably the underlying 
assumptions used to calculate the arm's length return. In 
practice, the IRAS may question the underlying assumptions 
and adjust the valuation of the IPR if they do not agree with 
the underlying assumptions, which are frequently judicious yet 
subjective. The IRAS' differing stance can sometimes have a 
significant tax impact on the amount of WDA that may be 
claimed.  
 
To provide upfront tax certainty, we propose that the transfer 
price valuation can be relied on for tax amortisation and that 
the IRAS should not need to query the valuation's assumptions 
as long as the valuation meets the arm's length principle and is 
supported by contemporaneous TP documentation prepared 
in the YA relating to the basis period in which the IPR is 
acquired. 
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d. Broadening the scope of section 19B to include customer 
list and show-how 

 
Generally, the definition of the IPRs includes trade secrets and 
information that has commercial value, but specifically 
excludes the following: 
 
i. Information of customers of a trade or business, such as 

a list of those customers and requirements of those 
customers, gathered in the course of carrying on that 
trade or business; and  

ii. Information on work processes (such as standard 
operating procedures), other than industrial 
information, or technique, that is likely to assist in the 
manufacture or processing of goods and materials. 

 
Digital sales growth is expected to remain higher than brick-
and-mortar sales in the future. To remain competitive, many 
businesses are investing in advanced data analytics and 
cognitive technologies to help them gain deeper insights about 
individual consumer's behaviours, actions, and preferences. 
The aim is to enhance customer loyalty and engagement, 
which are driving businesses’ profitability and growth. To this 
end, we propose broadening the scope of IPRs to include the 
information of customers of a trade or business. IP is not 
merely about the law, there is, of course, a business angle and 
increasingly a technological one too. 
 
e. Allowing affected MNEs to make a one-off election/re-

election to claim WDA over a specified number of years 
based on prescribed accounting standards 

 
To minimise deferred tax accounting implications, the 
Government could consider the following: 
 
i. Allowing MNEs affected by BEPS 2.0 Pillar Two and with 

existing section 19B tax-amortised assets a one-off re-
election to mirror the WDA claim to accounting 
depreciation. 

ii. Providing affected MNEs that acquired new section 19B 
tax-amortised assets the option of (1) claiming the WDA 
over a 5-year, 10-year, or 15-year period (on a straight-
line basis), or (2) claiming the WDA over a specified 
number of years based on prescribed accounting 
standards. 

 
2.2 Proposals to strengthen the innovation ecosystem 
 
Innovation remains a key driver in Singapore's ongoing 
transformation and strengthening of its economy. While 
Singapore has always been a part of the global competition, 
many other countries are following suit, making it increasingly 
difficult for Singapore to keep its R&D tax regime competitive. 
In light of the impact of Pillar Two on Singapore’s R&D tax 
incentives, the following tax proposals attempt to address the 
needs of two types of companies: those that are not subject to 
the Pillar Two rules and can continue to benefit from the 

existing R&D tax incentives and/or the additional tax proposals 
in this wish list, and those that are subject to the Pillar Two 
rules and will benefit from other concessions such as tax 
credits, grants, etc. Collectively, we believe that the tax 
proposals will foster a culture of pervasive innovation, and we 
hope that they will be considered favourably. 
 
We have, in the past, made recommendations similar to those 
below but they have not been accepted by the Government. 
We would like to suggest again the following: 
 
a. Making Singapore's R&D regime more sophisticated and 

relevant to claimants 
 
Similar to how the needs and issues faced by SMEs and larger 
organisations can differ greatly, the levels of support required 
by SMEs and larger companies when undertaking R&D 
activities differ as well; hence, we propose different tiered 
schemes or benefits be made available to support companies 
engaged in R&D, based on the size of the company. Using the 
R&D tax relief schemes in the United Kingdom and Australia as 
a model, our R&D tax regime could be divided into a 
refundable R&D tax credit scheme with different rates for both 
large and small companies. In lieu of tax losses, loss-making 
small companies should be allowed to claim a refund on their 
R&D tax credit while large companies should be given an 
option for a refundable tax credit at a lower percentage, i.e., 
50%. In addition to decoupling our R&D tax regime from the 
corporate tax rate, a well-designed refundable R&D tax credit 
scheme would lessen the impact of the GloBE rules and the 
potential implementation of a domestic top-up taxes in 
response to those rules. 
 
b. Incentivising ‘evolutionary’ innovation activities  
 
Similar to R&D tax regimes in some jurisdictions, we propose a 
middle-tier incentive for development activities that are 
caught between what qualifies as R&D and what is clearly 
routine. This tier would incentivise activities that are 
evolutionary rather than revolutionary and can be incentivised 
at a lower credit rate or deduction. 
 
c. Making Singapore’s R&D tax regime (sections 14C and 

14D) permanent 

d. Expanding the scope of qualifying R&D expenses to 
include a proportion of overheads 

e. Allowing a limited range of outsourced R&D activities 
carried out overseas to be claimed 

f. Accord priority to companies undertaking R&D to address 
environmental issues 

g. Introducing an incremental premium and rewarding R&D 
intensity 

For more details of (c) to (g); please refer to our Singapore 
Budget 2022 Feedback. 

https://www2.deloitte.com/sg/en/pages/tax/articles/singapore-budget-2022-feedback.html
https://www2.deloitte.com/sg/en/pages/tax/articles/singapore-budget-2022-feedback.html
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3. Tax incentives and grants and their 
interactions with international tax 
developments 

3.1 Relevance and effectiveness of Singapore’s tax 
incentive regime in the post-BEPS 2.0 world 

 
The Government announced that it will implement a Minimum 
Effective Tax Rate (METR), being a domestic equivalent of the 
Pillar Two rules, after detailed industry consultations and 
considerations of the design and impact of the rules in 
Singapore. We understand that there is no desire to introduce 
the METR as a matter of urgency. We support this approach, 
as we do not believe that it is in the best interests of Singapore 
to be the first mover in enacting the Pillar Two rules 
domestically. This is because early implementation may 
include elements that may be later found not in line with the 
Model rules once Singapore’s major trading partners introduce 
those, thus potentially jeopardising the status of the METR as 
a qualifying domestic income inclusion rule for Pillar Two 
purposes. It would be more prudent to wait until international 
consensus on the domestic implementation options are 

formed, while studying the impact and design of the rules in 
the meantime, which will give Singapore an ability to quickly 
enact the rules when required. 
 
Broadly, the proposed global minimum tax is designed to 
address BEPS concerns, by ensuring that large multinationals 
pay tax at a minimum Effective Tax Rate (ETR) of 15% in every 
jurisdiction where they have physical operations. Singapore 
currently provides many tax incentives as one of the key policy 
tools to attract foreign investments. Such tax incentives, which 
typically provide a lower corporate income tax rate on 
qualifying income for a period of time, may no longer be as 
effective in light of Pillar Two which requires a minimum ETR 
of 15% on a jurisdictional basis. In order to promote 
investments, Singapore may need to shift away from 
traditional tax incentives and consider other measures that do 
not materially affect the ETR calculation. 
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Notably, the OECD has identified a specific category of tax 
credits—Qualified Refundable Tax Credits (QRTC), which 
should be treated as part of an item of income for the 
purposes of Pillar Two. On the other hand, a tax credit that 
does not meet the conditions for being a QRTC will be treated 
as an adjustment to the tax liability. A QRTC is defined as “a 
refundable tax credit designed in a way such that it must be 
paid as cash or available as cash equivalents within four years 
from when a Constituent Entity satisfies the conditions for 
receiving the credit under the laws of the jurisdiction granting 
the credit”. Where a tax credit qualifies as a QRTC, it will 
increase the amount of income for the purposes of Pillar Two, 
whereas a tax credit that does not qualify as a QRTC will 
reduce the amount of covered taxes for the purposes of Pillar 
Two. In calculating the ETR, a QRTC will generally result in a 
higher ETR than a tax credit that does not qualify as a QRTC. 
Therefore, QRTC as a form of tax incentive are more attractive 
than tax credits that do not qualify as a QRTC. Singapore 
should review the existing tax incentive schemes and consider 
whether adjustments can be made to qualify them as QRTC, so 
that companies impacted by Pillar Two can continue to use 
them. 
 
Pillar Two and its potential impact are high on many clients' 
agendas, and this is expected to increase. We propose the 
following in light of the OECD report on tax incentives and the 
GloBE rules, though more work may be needed to review and 
evaluate the suggested mechanisms and formulate a 
streamlined response when the Pillar Two implementation 
package becomes available. 
 
a. Study what other tax jurisdictions are doing or intend to 

do in response to BEPS 2.0 
 
We propose that the Government commissions a technical 
study or analysis of what other similar tax jurisdictions are 
doing or planning to do in response to a post-BEPS 
environment. This study could explore the potential benefits 
of using QRTCs, R&D tax credits, etc., and provide examples of 
which other jurisdictions that are implementing these. 
 
b. Re-evaluating Singapore’s incentive landscape amidst the 

ongoing changes in the tax universe 
 
The Government can explore revisiting the various incentives 
currently offered against their success in investment 
promotion. This will help in deciding whether an overhaul of 
the respective incentive is required or would a simple fine-
tuning of existing incentive suffice. As investors/companies 
may be aware, the concessionary tax rate offered by the 
Development and Expansion Incentive (DEI-IHQ) has been one 
of the prolific investment tools used by the EDB to attract 
foreign investments in Singapore. As the tax framework 
evolves, it may be worthwhile to evaluate if the DEI-IHQ would 
require an overhaul or even complemented with other forms 
of support (e.g., grants). 

The Government can also consider specialised roles to support 
in the form of grants to encourage companies to anchor their 
operations in Singapore including supply chain management as 
well as brand management roles. Providing grants to subsidise 
the wages of the senior executives in Singapore may lead to 
companies establishing their teams here and running these 
core activities out from Singapore. 
 
c. Introduce expenditure-based rather than income-based 

tax incentives  
 
When computing the GloBE income, the MNE group can 
exclude a substance-based carve-out. The Substance-Based 
Income Exclusion (SBIE) comprises two components, namely (i) 
payroll carve-out and (ii) tangible asset carve-out. The 
Government could consider introducing more expenditure-
based incentives, with incentive conditions mirroring the 
GloBE rules substance-based carve-out, i.e., payroll carve-out 
and tangible asset carve-out, which are likely to result in a 
larger income exclusion and, if applicable, a lower top-up tax. 
However, we recognise that such expenditure-based 
incentives are likely to have a positive impact on labour and 
tangible asset-intensive activities such as manufacturing. 
Conversely, such expenditure-based incentives are likely to be 
less effective for non-tangible asset-intensive activities (e.g., 
information and communication technologies, IP, and R&D) 
and the financial services industry that leverages capital and 
risk. It might be the case that future tax incentives will need to 
be more targeted and industry-specific rather than broad-
based. 
 
d. Targeted activity incentive framework rather than broad-

based incentive framework (only for those impacted by 
Pillar Two) 

 
Broad-based tax incentives are likely to have a more significant 
impact on an MNE’s jurisdictional ETR as opposed to tax 
incentives targeted at limited activities or income. The 
Government could consider providing incentivised rates for 
only certain prescribed activities that the Government wants 
to attract, e.g., digitalisation of businesses and supply chains, 
ESG, and R&D.  
 
A large tax base combined with targeted tax incentives is less 
likely to result in a blended ETR of more than 15%. Even if 
there is no large tax base, MNEs should consider bringing in 
more non-incentivised activities and profits into Singapore if 
doing so results in a lower ETR on a blended basis. In terms of 
Singapore's positioning, if the starting point is that existing 
operations must pay top-up tax, which is unavoidable 
regardless of where they relocate their operations, the 
authorities should incentivise MNEs to bring in more non-
incentivised activities and profits in Singapore without 
incremental tax above the minimum rate of 15%. For example, 
the relevant economic agencies may wish to consider offering 
manpower grants or rental support as these are substance 
driven. Activities in low-tax hub jurisdictions can be 
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consolidated in Singapore to avoid paying top-up taxes in 
multiple jurisdictions, provided that such arrangements are 
supported by commercial considerations and that MNEs can 
defend their transfer pricing positions. 
 
e. Allow option for tax amortisation to mirror the prescribed 

accounting rules 
 
For MNEs affected by the GloBE rules, the IRAS could consider 
allowing a one-off re-election to mirror the tax amortisation to 
follow the prescribed accounting depreciation in order to 
minimise the deferred tax accounting impact on covered taxes 
for existing assets as well as the option to elect for the tax 
amortisation to follow accounting treatment for new assets. 
 
3.2 Extension of key tax incentives due to expire soon  
 
However, not all companies are affected by Pillar Two. 
Companies will need to evaluate whether the tax incentives 
remain relevant in the future and whether there is scope for 
renegotiation of conditions or additional grants to support 
ongoing projects, depending on their circumstances. 
 
We suggest extending the following schemes as these are key 
incentives that continue to be a part of Singapore’s value 
proposition in attracting foreign investment into the country. 
 
i. Development and Expansion Incentive (DEI) (including 

International Headquarters Award (IHQ))—sunset date 
31 December 2023 

ii. Intellectual Property Development Incentive (IDI)—
sunset date 31 December 2023 

 
3.3 Other incentives/grants 
 
a. Approved Royalties Incentive (ARI) 
 
The ARI was introduced to encourage companies to access 
cutting-edge technology and know-how for substantive 
activities in Singapore. Under the scheme, tax exemption or a 
concessionary WHT rate may be granted on approved 
royalties, technical assistance fees, or contributions to R&D 
costs made to a non-tax resident for providing cutting-edge 
technology and know-how to a company for the purpose of its 
substantive activities in Singapore. To continue encouraging 
companies to leverage new technologies and know-how to 
develop the capabilities of our local workforce and capture 
new growth opportunities, the ARI is extended till 31 
December 2028 in Budget 2022. 
 
We propose that the ARI renewal period be extended to 10 
years, rather than the current five years, to provide much 
needed certainty to companies that continue to use Singapore 
as their base to access technology needed for their businesses. 

This would reduce the compliance burden for businesses, 
allowing them to take advantage of the ARI's benefits with 
greater ease. 
 
b. Global Trader Programme (GTP) 
 
The GTP application requirements have become more 
stringent. Currently, Enterprise Singapore requires applicants 
to possess certain track record (i.e., incurring at least a certain 
amount of local business spending, hiring of trading 
professionals, obtaining banking lines, etc.) before they could 
apply for a Tier 3 (i.e., 3-year award). We have received 
feedback that a three-year period is too short for an applicant 
to commit to the quantitative requirements, even if the 
applicant can move into Tier 2 at the end of the Tier 3 period, 
but there is too much uncertainty. We suggest that some of 
the track record requirements be relaxed or that applicants be 
granted Tier 2 (i.e., 5-year award) in the first instance. 
 
c. Resource Efficiency Grant for Energy (REG(E)) 
 
Sustainability grants, particularly the REG(E), are very stringent 
at the moment, requiring a pre-project Measurement and 
Verification (M&V) plan that shows a list of measuring 
instruments and simulation methodologies. Simultaneously, 
first claims under the REG(E) can only be submitted after the 
post-project M&V report is submitted. These requirements 
deter potential applicants, especially those that require 
certainty. We suggest easing some of these requirements to 
encourage more companies to make use of these sustainability 
grants to improve their energy efficiency and competitiveness 
in a carbon-constrained future.   
 
d. Market Readiness Assistance (MRA) Grant  
 
We suggest that the MRA Grant support level of up to 70% be 
extended beyond 31 March 2023 to continue encouraging 
SMEs to internationalise. In addition, we suggest that the new 
market entry criteria of S$100,000 be increased. For example, 
a country is considered a new market entry if the applicant’s 
overseas sales in each of the last three preceding years did not 
exceed S$100,000. We suggest increasing the threshold to 
S$200,000 from the current S$100,000, which is too low. 
 
e. Enterprise Development Grant (EDG) and Productivity 

Solutions Grant (PSG) 
 
The enhanced support level of up to 80% for the food services 
and retail sectors under EDG and PSG will lapse after 31 March 
2023, if no further extension is granted. We propose allowing 
such enhanced support for specific sectors to lapse in line with 
the further easing of the COVID-19 measures, while noting 
that the baseline support level is at 60% to 70% pre-COVID-19. 
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4. Climate and sustainability 

Against the backdrop of an energy crisis, economic concerns, 
and extreme weather events worldwide, the time for climate 
action has never been more pressing. Companies and 
governments alike are becoming more concerned about the 
need to be environmentally responsible amidst intense 
political and burgeoning consumer pressure internationally. 
This represents a cornucopia of opportunities for Singapore to 
demonstrate her commitment in addressing the challenges 
posed by climate change and meeting the goals set out in the 
Paris Agreement. To advance Singapore's national agenda on 
sustainable development, we propose the following: 
 
4.1 Extend application deadline for Enterprise Financing 

Scheme-Green (EFS-Green)  
 
There currently exists the EFS-Green, which is part of the 
Singapore Green Plan 2030 and focuses on helping local 
enterprises develop capabilities and capture growth 
opportunities within the green economy. However, the EFS-
Green is currently only open for applications until 31 March 
2024.  

While this scheme addresses the current rising cost of capital, 
any meaningful developments and advancements in respect of 
green technology may yet occur beyond the 2024 due date. 
Given the burgeoning criticality and demand for green 
solutions that is certainly only going to grow, Singapore should 
consider extending the availability of this scheme on a longer 
time horizon to spur innovation and investment in Singapore’s 
sustainability scene in the long term and allow Singapore to 
capitalise on global demand for green solutions. 
 
4.2 Transparency in Draft Carbon Pricing (Amendment) Bill 

27/2022 
 
Section 20D(1)(b) of the recent Draft Carbon Pricing 
(Amendment) Bill grants the Minister for Trade and Industry 
the ability to give allowances for companies that make exports 
or “is of sufficient economic or strategic importance”. To 
ensure a transparent, fair, and consistent approach to carbon 
pricing, we would like to request clarity in terms of the 
eligibility criteria of such allowance. 
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4.3 Invest in green upskilling of workforce and creation of 
good green jobs 

 
As our economy shifts and we face the indubitable reality of 
certain industries becoming sunset industries, we must do 
more to protect workers who will be most affected by the 
transition to alleviate their concerns and any material 
repercussions. The transition to a green economy is a 
monumental task, the success of which hinges on the 
capability and ambition of our workforce to evolve as required. 
The Government must invest in green skills to unlock the 
power of our human capital and continue its support of green 
businesses to create good green jobs. We recognise the 
formation of the Career Conversion Programme for 
Sustainability Professionals, amongst other programmes, and 
we encourage further investment also in supporting the 
incorporation of green skills into existing jobs that are not 
traditionally green in nature. 
 
4.4 Clarity on definition of “eligible carbon credit”  
 
Section 33A of the Draft Carbon Pricing (Amendment) Bill 
highlights that an eligible carbon credit is one that “meets the 
prescribed criteria”. While the National Environment Agency 
(NEA) has clarified that the credits must be certified by Verra 
or Gold Standard at minimum, it has not provided further 
details on the aforementioned criteria and how it will be 
formulated. In line with the Core Carbon Principles by the 
Integrity Council for the Voluntary Carbon Market, we seek the 
creation and disclosure of clear selection criteria addressing 
additionality, permanence, and avoidance of double counting. 
In this regard, it might also be useful to implement the 
requirement of third-party auditing to ensure the quality of 
international carbon credits used by large emitters. 
 

4.5 Enhance bilateral/multilateral relationships with trading 
partners  

 
In October 2022, Singapore and Australia signed a trailblazing, 
first-of-its kind Green Economy Agreement (GEA) that seeks to 
navigate the rules and standards for advancing trade and 
environmental sustainability. Negotiated with the objective of 
enhancing cross-border trade in clean energy as well as green 
trade and investment, the Agreement seeks to catalyse green 
growth opportunities while promoting decarbonisation and 
supporting the smooth transition into a green economy in 
both Singapore and Australia. Singapore should look to sign 
more of such agreements with its key trading partners to 
signal its commitment to a green economy transition, while 
highlighting its willingness toward international cooperation in 
tackling climate change. 
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5. Financial Services Industry 

Singapore’s financial services industry has remained agile and 
resilient amid greater uncertainty and volatility. As Singapore 
transitions to a digital economy, the Government should 
provide more guidance and assistance to the financial services 
industry to enable it to operate effectively and achieve new 
levels of growth. Key areas are the growth of asset 
management as well as risk management. There has also been 
growth across banking, insurance, fund management, fintech, 
payment services, and green finance. In this regard, the 
Government should continue to promote and encourage the 
growth and development of Singapore as an asset 
management hub and leading financial centre in Asia, 
particularly in the context of Pillar Two. Our proposals address 
how Singapore can remain relevant for companies seeking to 
capitalise on new opportunities and achieve growth in a BEPS 
2.0 environment. In proposing the changes, we seek to clarify 
existing tax rules and assist the Singapore’s financial services 
industry to adapt and thrive. 
 

5.1 Fund management industry 
 
a. Clarification and expansion of the “Designated 

Investments” list 
 
It is recommended that guidance be provided on “emission 
allowances” in the Designated Investments list, particularly on 
the policy intent of this term. We note that emission 
allowances generally refer to a tradable instrument 
representing the right to emit an amount of a class of gasses. 
We understand that the Monetary Authority of Singapore 
(MAS) interprets the meaning of “emissions allowances” fairly 
broadly but does not provide further guidance on the term. 
The MAS should clarify what the term includes and the wider 
policy intent, given the pace at which new forms of emission 
allowances are being created (if not, the term may 
inadvertently narrow the investment product type that falls 
within the scope of designated investments, in the fast-
evolving ESG space). 
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The Designated Investments list should also be expanded to 
cover digital assets. Digital assets are increasingly attracting 
investment from large institutional and accredited investors, 
and an increasing number of digital asset managers are being 
established and are operating. We recommend that the 
Designated Investments list be extended to ensure that tax 
exemptions set out under sections 13D, 13O and 13U of the 
Income Tax Act take account of technological development 
and are available to digital asset funds, and that the FSI 
scheme also be extended to incorporate similar updates. 
While we acknowledge the recent events in the digital asset 
market which have contributed to significant losses, and the 
directions of the MAS that proscribe promotion of digital 
assets to retail investors, the change proposed would not be 
inconsistent with that, given that facilitating professional 
funds' and managers' access to digital assets in a cost effective 
manner would support the market's access to this new asset 
class in a way that benefits from professional expertise and 
customary regulatory protections. While we acknowledge the 
importance of balancing market access and opportunity with 
consumer protection, we note that those two objectives need 
not be mutually exclusive, and that facilitating professional 
access to this new asset class could be expected to indirectly 
address retail demand in a way that is sensitive to the 
consumer protection concerns. The proposed change would 
enable Singapore to expand its role as a digital asset 
management location and contribute to the further expansion 
of the financial sector. Effecting the change now would 
maximise Singapore's competitive and market-leading 
position. Delaying action could reasonably be expected to give 
rise to opportunity cost as other jurisdictions respond to the 
demand. If the authorities are not minded to expand the 
Designated Investments list without qualification, the 
authorities should consider expanding the list, subject to 
conditions, or application in limited circumstances. 
 
b. Enhancements to section 13D 
 
It is recommended that the section 13D fund tax exemption 
scheme be extended to limited partnerships set up as an 
investment vehicle outside of Singapore. Funds are often 
formed using vehicles other than companies and trusts, and to 
ensure that the exemption is sufficiently flexible to 
accommodate common fund structures, we propose that it be 
extended so that it may be applicable to funds that use limited 
partnerships. 
 
c. Enhancements to section 13U 
 
We understand that a key requirement for a non-trading 
feeder fund for a section 13U incentive application is that a 
fund must invest “substantially” in the master fund to be 
considered a feeder fund as part of the master-feeder funder 
structure or master-feeder-Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV) 
structure. The term “substantially” raises ambiguity and 
restricts the ability of a fund to be regarded as a “feeder” to 
make direct investments, even though the fund may meet the 

higher economic conditions of a trading feeder. It is 
recommended that the threshold for “substantially” is defined 
as more than 51%.  
  
Additionally, the current procedure for adding or removing 
SPVs or feeder funds to existing master-feeder-SPV or master-
feeder structures under the tax incentive schemes is treated 
by the authorities as a termination of the current incentive 
and a fresh application for a new incentive. This is 
administratively cumbersome and time consuming. Additions 
and removals of SPVs or feeder funds occur frequently, and to 
ease the administrative burden, we suggest that the process 
be simplified. 
 
In cases where a master fund under a master-feeder-SPV 
structure is established as a Singapore limited partnership, 
there is a requirement for all limited partners in the master 
fund to be Singapore tax residents (i.e., an investor 
restriction). This criterion should be reconsidered, and we 
propose an alternative requirement for the Singapore limited 
partnership to have a general partner that is set up and is a tax 
resident in Singapore. This is in line with wider policy intent of 
the tax incentive schemes to encourage the establishment of 
fund operations and management in Singapore, given that it is 
the general partner who manages the fund. 
 
d. Enhancements that affect both sections 13D and 13O 
 
It is proposed that “non-qualifying investors” for the purposes 
of sections 13D and 13O schemes should not include a section 
13V fund entity (a prescribed sovereign fund entity or 
approved foreign government-owned entity). This aligns with 
section 13U. 
  
Also, the test of “relevant qualifying beneficiary” is applied to 
the beneficiaries of a trust, where such trust is an investor in a 
section 13D or section 13O qualifying fund. We propose that 
where an investor is a unit trust which itself holds an award 
under section 13D or section 13O, the test of relevant 
qualifying beneficiary should be considered met. This aligns 
with the exception provided to other forms of legal entities 
approved under section 13U. 
  
e. Enhancements that affect both sections 13O and 13U 
 
We understand the sections 13O and 13U schemes are 
intended for funds that are actively carrying out the business 
of making and managing investments. Therefore, funds under 
the schemes should not be dormant and the MAS reserves the 
right to terminate the scheme of any funds that are dormant. 
This is subject to an exception for entities who have been 
approved for a section 13U incentive on a committed capital 
basis. It is recommended that the exception should also apply 
to any fund that draws money from investors only after a deal 
has been completed, on the basis that they are actively 
seeking investment opportunities but can only receive funds 
once the deal has closed. 
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f. Enhancements that affect both sections 13D and 13U 
 
Sections 13D and 13U incentives cover trusts, amongst other 
vehicles. However, as trusts were historically developed under 
the English common law, the authorities should provide 
explicit clarity that civil law trusts are covered. If the 
authorities are of the view that civil law trusts are currently 
not covered, we recommend explicitly adding civil law trusts as 
a qualifying vehicle. 
 
g. Enhancements that affect sections 13D, 13O and 13U 
 
For the purpose of sections 13D, 13O and 13U incentives, the 
technical position is that an investment into a partnership 
vehicle only qualifies for exemption if the underlying 
investments are also designated investments. In reality, when 
a fund under a section 13D, 13O or 13U incentive invests into 
other third-party funds, it may not be commercially possible to 
obtain full facts of the legal form of all the underlying 
investments of such third-party funds. This creates discomfort 
amongst fund houses with our rules. The authorities should 
provide acknowledgement of this commercial constraint and 
state that confirmation of the legal form of the underlying 
investments should only be on a “best efforts” basis. 
 
h. GST and WHT exemption 
 
For consistency and ease of compliance, we propose that the 
qualifying period for GST remission claims and WHT exemption 
under the fund tax incentives be aligned with the financial year 
of the incentive scheme.  
 
Additionally, a transfer of a partnership interest is currently 
treated as a taxable supply for GST purposes. This may be 
contrasted to a transfer of shares in a company, which is an 
exempt supply. Transfers of partnership interests may take 
place where fund interests are sold. To mitigate any risk of this 
being an impediment to Singapore’s asset management 
ecosystem, a transfer of partnership interest should be treated 
as an exempt supply for GST purposes. 
 
i. Stamp duty 
 
Under the Stamp Duties Act, stamp duty remission is 
applicable to book-entry securities held with the Central 
Depository (CDP) and traded on the Singapore Exchange (SGX). 

We propose that the stamp duty remission be extended to all 
dematerialised/tokenised equity custodied and traded on 
private marketplaces. This will align the stamp duty treatment 
of securities and digital assets that are custodied and traded 
on marketplaces. 
  
A Variable Capital Company (VCC) compares more directly 
with other fund structures traditionally used by offshore 
investors in offshore locations, rather than a company in 
Singapore. Stamp duty is not applicable on the transfer of 
interests/shares in the fund vehicles traditionally used by 
offshore investors. In order to promote the use of VCCs in 
Singapore, it would be useful to consider providing a stamp 
duty concession on the transfer of shares in a VCC. 
 
5.2 Banking industry 
 
a. Extension of the temporary lifting of section 14G tax 

deduction caps for banks and finance companies 
  
Currently, the MAS Circular No.: FDD Cir 08/2020 provides 
guidance on the temporary lifting of caps on tax deduction 
granted under section 14G for provisions of expected losses on 
non-credit impaired loans and investments in securities for YA 
2021 and YA 2022. It is stated that the lifting of caps was 
intended to mitigate the impact of higher credit costs on the 
profit and loss, and hence the capital positions of banks and 
finance companies which would in turn help support lending 
to the economy through the economic downturn. In view of 
the continued economic uncertainty and in order to provide 
banks and finance companies more certainty in this volatile 
economic climate, we propose that the lifting of section 14G 
tax deduction caps be extended for another two years (i.e., to 
cover YA 2023 and YA 2024). Such a move would also support 
lending by banks and finance companies in hopes to stimulate 
and support economic growth. 
  
b. Extension of the FSI scheme  
  
Currently, the FSI scheme is due to expire on 31 December 
2023. To encourage growth and development of Singapore’s 
financial centre (including headquarter and corporate services, 
fund management, and investment advisory services) and the 
overall economy, we propose that the FSI scheme be extended 
for another five years. 
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6. Goods and Services Tax 

6.1 Grant full GST remission and waiver of GST reverse 
charge for qualifying funds  

 
Under the GST remission, funds that meet all the qualifying 
conditions will be able to recover GST incurred on all expenses 
for the purpose of the fund’s investment activities, with the 
exception of disallowed expenses under regulations 26 and 27 
of the GST (General) Regulations. The GST recovery is based on 
a fixed recovery rate, without having the funds to register for 
GST. While this remission does not require GST registration, a 
prescribed fund that makes taxable supplies exceeding or 
expecting to exceed S$1 million annually is still liable to 
register for GST. Furthermore, from 1 January 2020, GST is 
levied on business-to-business imported services by way of 
reverse charge. A prescribed fund is also liable for GST 
registration if it imports or expects to import services 
exceeding S$1 million in a 12-month period and is not entitled 
to full input tax credit. Once GST-registered, the fund should 
claim GST incurred on its expenses based on normal input tax 
rules. As a concession, the prescribed fund may opt to claim 
GST incurred based on the same recovery rate as prescribed 
funds under the GST remission. 
 
To ease administrative and operating costs for funds, the 
Government may consider providing full remission (i.e., 100%) 
for qualifying funds rather than a fixed recovery rate 
determined annually based on the proportion of taxable 
supplies made by the industry. Furthermore, the Government 
may consider exempting qualifying funds from GST reverse 
charge filing requirements. This will also put Singapore on an 
equal footing, at least in terms of GST recovery, with our 
closest rival Hong Kong, a full-service international fund 
management centre that does not have a GST regime. 
 

6.2 Revisit the GST registration thresholds for suppliers of 
remote services 

  
From 1 January 2023, overseas suppliers of remote services, 
whether digital or non-digital, will be required to register for 
GST in Singapore if they: 
 
i. Have an annual global turnover exceeding S$1 million; 

and  
ii. Make business-to-consumer supplies of remote services 

to customers in Singapore exceeding S$100,000. 
 
Local suppliers, on the other hand, will have to register for GST 
in Singapore only if they have an annual turnover exceeding 
S$1 million. 
 
The policy objective of Overseas Vendor Registration (OVR) is 
to level the playing field between overseas and local suppliers. 
However, the registration thresholds would now appear to 
favour local suppliers because they have a higher registration 
threshold and therefore, can stay out of the GST net for a 
longer period. To resolve this mismatch, the Government 
could consider increasing the threshold for remote services 
suppliers or lowering the GST registration threshold for local 
suppliers, for example to S$500,000. 
 
6.3 Comment on the certainty of the GST rate increase in 

2024 
 
GST increased from 7% to 8% on 1 January 2023 and is set to 
further increase to 9% on 1 January 2024. The Government 
should comment on the certainty of a GST rate increase in 
2024, or whether the situation will be reviewed nearer the 
time given the prevailing economic conditions. 
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7. Personal Tax 

Amid rapid changes in the workplace, businesses are 
reconsidering how they attract and retain talent, train their 
employees for future growth, and embrace new forms of 
working arrangements. Tax policies, on the other hand, must 
also evolve to promote inclusive growth in an increasingly 
volatile, uncertain, complex, and ambiguous (VUCA) work 
environment. Our proposal seeks to address how existing tax 
rules can be refined to assist businesses in attracting new 
talents, including accessing talent virtually, and to support 
employees in life-long learning and hybrid work arrangements.   
 
7.1 Refine tax rules for employee share schemes 
 
Singapore could refine the tax rules for employee share 
schemes to make them more attractive to start-up companies 
or SMEs in hiring and retaining staff (given the importance of 
stock option and share awards to such companies). These 
include: 
 

a. Tax deferral scheme 
 
Gains arising from the exercise of stock options/vesting of the 
share awards are generally taxed in the year of 
exercise/vesting (unless there is a moratorium imposed). As 
the individual may not sell the shares in the same year and 
realise the gains, it may create a cash flow challenge for the 
individual if the tax arising from the share gains is substantial, 
especially if the said individual is bearing his/her own 
Singapore tax liability. 
 
Currently, under the Qualified Employee Equity-Based 
Remuneration (QEEBR) Scheme, payment of tax arising from 
stock option or share gains that arise during the relevant YA 
can be deferred up to five years, subject to an interest charge 
(linked to the “average of the prime rate” offered by the Big 
Three local banks in Singapore). In view that an interest charge 
is applicable on the tax deferral, it is not common for 
individuals to apply for this scheme.
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To assist employees in managing any cash flow issues with 
regard to the settlement of their tax liabilities due to the 
exercise of the stock options or vesting of the share awards, 
consideration may be given to remove the interest charge for 
the first three years of the tax deferral (i.e., interest charge to 
apply from the fourth year of the tax deferral). Alternatively, 
the Government may wish to consider granting preferential or 
discounted interest rates when calculating the said interest 
charge, which is lower than the average prime rate. To make 
the scheme more favourable to Singapore citizens and SPRs, 
the aforementioned benefits could be limited to this group of 
taxpayers. 
 
b. Tracking option 
 
When a non-Singapore citizen or SPR ceases employment in 
Singapore, any unexercised stock options, or unvested share 
awards as at the date of cessation of Singapore employment 
are deemed to be exercised or vested one month prior to the 
date of cessation of Singapore employment and the deemed 
gains are reportable for tax in the tax clearance return (Form 
IR21). This is known as the deemed exercise rule. Tax arising 
from these deemed gains would have to be settled 
immediately prior to the said person leaving Singapore. As the 
share gains have not been realised, this generally creates a 
cash flow challenge for the departing employees. 
 
To manage the above challenge, the tracking option in lieu of 
the deemed exercise rule has been made available to 
employers who have applied for the scheme and obtained 
approval from the IRAS. Under this scheme, the employers are 
allowed to track and report the income to the IRAS at that 
juncture when the relevant gains are realised. 
 
However, it is generally challenging to fulfill all the qualifying 
conditions of the scheme, especially with regards to the capital 
requirement condition although we note that in certain cases, 
the IRAS may allow a banker’s guarantee to be provided if the 
capital requirement condition cannot be met. The 
Government could consider revisiting the qualifying conditions 
for the tracking option1, especially the capital requirement 
condition, so as to allow more employers to qualify for the 
scheme and more taxpayers to benefit from the scheme. 
 

7.2 Introduce standardised deductions for employees who 
work from home 

 
More businesses are implementing flexible working policies, 
including hybrid work arrangements, to keep up with changing 
employee attitudes and workforce expectations. In view that 
tax rules should also evolve in tandem with the environment, 
we propose introducing standardised deductions for 
individuals who work from home (WFH). 
 
Currently, employees working from home are allowed to claim 
the incremental costs in home expenses such as electricity and 
telecommunication charges as deductions against their 
employment income, provided that these expenses are 
incurred for work purposes and are not reimbursed by 
employer. However, it may be difficult to calculate the 
additional expenses incurred as a result of working from 
home. Even though the IRAS is prepared to accept proxies 
based on comparison of bills before and after working from 
home and apportionment of shared expenses, it is a hassle 
having to keep track of monthly bills and subscription fees. 
 
For ease of claiming WFH tax deduction, we suggest 
introducing an option for individuals to claim tax deduction on 
WFH expenses based on a prescribed percentage of gross 
employment income (e.g., 1.5% of gross employment income, 
capped at S$100 per month) or alternatively a fixed amount 
multiplied by the number of days worked from home (e.g., S$5 
for each day worked from home). This approach would also 
help drive efficiency for the IRAS in assessing such claims.  
Given that the IRAS has already introduced a similar simplified 
approach for the claiming of rental expenses against rental 
income and also introduced the Fixed Expense Deduction Ratio 
(FEDR) for certain groups of self-employed persons to deduct a 
deemed amount of expenses based on a percentage of their 
gross income to simplify tax filing and ease the burden of 
record keeping, it would make sense to adopt a similar 
approach for WFH expenses. 
 
 
 
 
 

  

1 In order to be considered for the tracking option, an employer: 
a. Should be a Singapore-incorporated company or a branch of a foreign incorporated company registered in Singapore under the Companies Act and 

carrying on business activities in Singapore; and 
b. Must have robust HR and computer systems that are able to track the status of stock plans; and 
c. Must meet adequate capital requirements (i.e., within the top 25% of market capitalisation in the STI Index for Singapore-incorporated companies and 

within the top 25% of market capitalisation in one of the leading stock index in the parent company’s country of incorporation for a branch of a foreign 
company registered in Singapore); and 

d. Must have an excellent taxpaying record for the past three years. 
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7.3 Remove or increase current cap of S$5,500 for course 
fee relief 

 
In order to upgrade skills and raise productivity, a commitment 
to lifelong learning will be vital, especially as companies and 
entire industries reposition themselves in a highly digital, data-
driven new world and search for the talent that will help them 
succeed. It is time for companies and individuals to embrace 
the upskilling imperative. For companies, upskilling employees 
enable them to build a future-ready workforce and drive 
productivity; for individuals, it is a way to keep their skills 
relevant and stay future-ready themselves. 
 
To encourage individuals to make deliberate and significant 
investments in learning to equip themselves with the 
knowledge, skills, and capabilities needed to work effectively 
in a digitised, automated world, we propose removing the cap 
of S$5,500 for course fee relief for Singaporeans, or 
alternatively increasing the cap from S$5,500 to S$10,000 as 
the cap of S$5,500 is no longer sufficient given inflation and 
rising costs. 
 
In addition, we propose providing loan interest relief as a 
complementary approach for Singaporeans who wish to take 
up loans to fund longer duration courses with significantly 
higher costs such as postgraduate programmes.  
 
7.4 Expedite the expansion of the SkillsFuture Credit  
 
An alternative or complementary approach would be to 
expedite the expansion of the SkillsFuture Credit programme. 
The authorities have already committed to doubling the 
capacity of SkillsFuture Work-Study programmes by 2025, but 
this timeline should be brought forward with additional 
funding made available to all Singaporeans. This should be 
accompanied with a review of the programme to ensure that 
higher capacity is available for higher value skills that will help 
drive Singapore’s productivity in the short and medium term, 
e.g., courses that drive specific capabilities such as technology 
design, data analytics, and programming, as well as courses 
focused on softer skills such as analytical thinking, emotional 
intelligence, business chemistry, and critical thinking.  
 
7.5 Providing for a progressive tax system 
 
To provide support to current challenges faced by individual 
taxpayers in respect of caring for both aged parents and young 
children as well as coping with the increasing cost of living, the 
Government may wish to consider introducing additional 
personal reliefs as mentioned below or amending the current 
quantum amounts of relief. These additional reliefs would 
have the added benefit of helping to boost Singapore’s 

population growth and go towards providing support for care 
required for our increasingly aging population.  
 
Currently, there is a cap on the total amount of personal tax 
relief that an individual can claim, which is S$80,000 per YA. 
Therefore, the benefits to the high-income earners would be 
capped and any of the proposed changes to the tax reliefs 
should have a greater impact on the lower- and middle-
income earners, resulting in a more progressive tax system.   
 
We have made recommendations similar to those below in the 
past, but they have not been accepted by the Government. 
We would like to reiterate the following: 
 
a. Recalibrate the earned income relief 

b. Recalibrate the spouse relief 

c. Provide relief for working parents (both male and female) 

d. Introduce a childcare/infant care relief 

e. Shared parental leave 

f. Introduce a special tax deduction/rebate for home 
caregiver expenses 

g. Provide relief for MediShield Life premiums 

h. Review the tax deduction relief on life insurance 
premiums and medical insurance premiums 

i. Review and increase the quantum of NsMan relief 

j. Supplementary Retirement Scheme (SRS) contribution 
top-ups 

 
Currently, the SRS relief for Singapore citizens and SPRs is 
capped at S$15,300 per annum. However, some individuals 
may not have the means to commence making such 
contributions in the earlier years of their working life and may 
wish to make a top-up contribution to ‘catch up’ on their 
retirement savings. To encourage individuals to take greater 
ownership of their retirement needs, the Government may 
wish to consider introducing a special relief (capped) for top-
ups of SRS contributions for people above a certain age, if the 
individual’s total SRS contributions to-date are less than a 
certain threshold (somewhat akin to the CPF retirement top-
up scheme). 
 
For more details of (a) to (i), please refer to our Singapore 
Budget 2022 Feedback. 

 
 

  

https://www2.deloitte.com/sg/en/pages/tax/articles/singapore-budget-2022-feedback.html
https://www2.deloitte.com/sg/en/pages/tax/articles/singapore-budget-2022-feedback.html
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8. Immigration 

A mobile approach to workforce is now being seen as the 
‘future of work’ where highly skilled individuals can ‘work from 
anywhere’, resulting in the tougher global competition for 
acquiring, developing, and retaining talent. 
 
We propose the following to enhance the attractiveness of 
Singapore as a work destination for inbound talent as well as 
to assist businesses to overcome talent shortage. 
 
8.1 COVID-19 vaccination requirements 
 
The Ministry of Manpower (MOM) should revisit the 
requirement for COVID-19 vaccinations to apply for new or 
renewal of long-term passes in Singapore. This requirement 
has been removed for most long-term pass-holders’ renewals 
(except for Work Permit and S Pass holders employed in 
construction, marine shipyard or process sectors, and those 
staying in dormitories). As the health threats posed by COVID-
19 recede, this requirement will gradually become 
unnecessary. As such, it may make sense to remove this 
requirement for all moving forward. 
 
8.2. Availability of Letter of Consent (LOC) for Dependent’s 

Pass types other than the Overseas Networks & 
Expertise Pass (ONE Pass) 

 
Currently, spouses who are Dependent’s Pass holders must 
apply for and obtain a work pass before they can work in 
Singapore. This makes employment more difficult for spouses 
since they will be subject to the company’s available quotas, 
foreign worker levies, and qualifying salaries.   

Although the LOC will be available for the holders of the newly 
introduced ONE Pass, the S$30,000 salary threshold will limit 
its availability to a small group of individuals. However, many 
pass holders earning less than this amount require their 
spouses to work in order to meet financial obligations. 
Therefore, creating the LOC option (or equivalent) with a more 
accessible salary range would be useful to allow spouses to 
stay and work in Singapore. This is usually a consideration for 
main pass holders who want to relocate their families to 
Singapore. 
 
8.3  Training Employment Pass (TEP)  
 
The MOM may wish to consider extending the validity of the 
TEP to six months instead of the current three-months pass, 
which is not renewable. This is because overseas rotation, 
internship or secondment from overseas companies generally 
last up to six months. Beyond that, the MOM requires 
companies to apply for the Employment Pass (EP) or S Pass, 
which may not be feasible as the company will have to 
advertise for the position in MyCareersFuture (MCF) even 
though the TEP candidates are not intended to fill a role in 
Singapore, rendering the job posting unnecessary. 
Alternatively, the MOM may consider waiving the job posting 
requirement on MCF for such work arrangements under the 
EP or S Pass. 
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8.4 30-day Employment Pass (EP) 
 
The job posting requirement on MCF is waived when applying 
for a 30-day EP. Under the current 30-day EP option, no 
further extensions are allowed. We propose that the 30-day EP 
option be extended to 90 days, or that a separate 90-day 
option be added (to be granted a maximum of two times per 
calendar year). This allows short-term work travellers to return 
for a second trip as needed to complete the short-term 
assignment. These short-term options could have a higher 
application fee. 
 
“Short-term” employees should not be considered as “foreign” 
employees for the purpose of calculating the foreign-to-local 
ratio. 
 
8.5 Intra-Corporate Transferees (ICTs)   
 
An ICT is required to meet the definition of an overseas ICT 
under the World Trade Organisation’s (WTO) General 
Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) or any applicable free 
trade agreement to which Singapore is a party. In general, the 
definition of an ICT under the WTO GATS must be someone 
who (i) has worked for the overseas company outside 
Singapore for at least one year before being posted to the 
branch, affiliate or subsidiary in Singapore and (ii) is a holding 
managerial, executive, or specialist role. 
 
An ICT who comes to Singapore for work is allowed entry into 
Singapore on a temporary basis, for a period strictly limited to 
the provision under the applicable trade agreement. The ICT is 
also generally not eligible for future employment in Singapore 
after the expiry or termination of their work pass, or for 
permanent residency. 
 
We propose that the ICT scheme be extended to short-term 
assignments and individuals with skill sets that are not readily 
available in Singapore, in addition to those in managerial, 
executive, or specialist roles. We would also like to call for a 
review of the above conditions, particularly the ineligibility for 
future employment in Singapore, which is highly restrictive for 
MNEs operating in an international market.  
 
It has become a common practice amongst MNEs to send their 
graduate trainees to Singapore (or other countries) as part of 
their rotational programme or graduate career development. 
Employers should not be required to advertise on MCF for 
such programmes since the purpose of bringing in these 
graduate trainees is not to fill a local position. Currently, a job 
can be exempted from the advertising requirement if it will be 
filled by an ICT. We propose that the Government create an 
ICT subcategory for graduate trainees to distinguish ICTs for 

long-term employment from those in Singapore as part of a 
professional graduate programme. 
 
8.6 Work Pass Exempt (WPE) activities  
 
We propose that the Government considers expanding the 
WPE activities (such as work activity that is carried out in 
Singapore for less than one month) to meet urgent business 
needs where applying for an EP may not be practical due to 
the processing time. With a wider scope of the WPE activities, 
there would not be a need to apply for a work pass on a short-
term basis, thereby reducing administration costs. 
 
8.7 Entry visa to Singapore or Business Travel Pass 
 
Singapore currently has only one entry visa—the entry visa is 
not divided into different categories for personal (i.e., tourism) 
or business. In addition, the entry visa does not indicate the 
scope of eligible activities in Singapore. We propose to 
separate the entry visa into two categories—personal and 
business entry visas, with the business entry visa having a 
defined scope of permissible business activities in Singapore. 
We propose that business entry visas can be sponsored 
directly by the Singapore entity for an additional fee and allow 
for a wider scope of permissible activities in Singapore as 
compared to the personal entry visa. 
 
Currently, the Business Travel Pass is meant for senior 
executives in Singapore with regional or international roles 
who need to travel regularly for business. We propose to 
expand the Business Travel Pass to allow essential business 
travel for all Professionals, Managers, Executives, and 
Technicians (PMETs) if they have regional or international 
responsibilities as part of their roles.    
 
8.8 MOM standard occupations  
 
When submitting work pass applications, sponsors must select 
the closest match from the MOM's standard occupations list 
to the role that the foreign national will be performing. 
However, the standard occupations do not provide visibility 
and clarity on the job scope and salary bands expected for the 
role. This presents difficulties for the sponsor because internal 
job titles may differ from the role being performed. 
We would like to request greater transparency in the MOM's 
standard occupations list, which would assist employers in 
selecting the most appropriate occupation from the standard 
list while also allowing the MOM to more closely monitor the 
types of roles filled by foreign nationals. 
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